Friend-recommendation applications as one kind of typical social applications can satisfy the social contact needs of different users and become tools for developing a social relationship. However, the privacy leakage has turned into an insurmountable obstacle to the market success of such applications. Existing privacy protection approaches for social applications either introduce untrusted third parties or sacrifice information accuracy. As for friend-recommendation applications particularly, the multihop trust chain and anonymous message methods still have a defect that the hacker can act as a user to acquire information. In this paper, we put forward the privacy protection mechanism based on zero knowledge without any privacy leakage to the application server. In detail, the server knows nothing about the user's information, but can still provide users with accurate information on friend recommendation. We also analyze the potential attack methods and propose the corresponding solution. Our simulation results verify the effectivity and efficiency of our scheme.
Introduction
With the growing popularity of smart-devices, such as mobile phones, laptops, and tablets, the social applications gradually play an essential role in people's daily life [1, 2] . Facebook has 1.65 billion users with 1 billion active users simultaneously, and Twitter has 600 million users. In China, Ten-cent QQ has 829 million active users, WeChat has over 700 million active users, etc. [3] . The social applications mostly satisfy the social contact needs of different users and become tools for developing a social relationship. They can provide services for people without the limitation of distance. People can find friends who have the same interests and hobbies in the world and communicate whenever and wherever they want.
As one kind of typical social applications, friend-recommendation application has a primary purpose that it helps users to find friends based on the information provided by the users so that the recommended friends can satisfy the requirements of the users. According to the user's interests and location, the application can recommend suitable people to the users. However, once a user sends his query to the server, it is possible that this information is sold to the third party. Furthermore, even if the encryption algorithm is perfect, the malicious people can still act as a user to acquire information from the server. Once a user finds its privacy is leaked by the social applications, he will stop using such applications. When a large number of users stop using them, it is easy to cause the collective panic and the trust crisis.
Existing privacy protection schemes for social applications either introduce untrusted third parties [4] [5] [6] or sacrifice information accuracy [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In the schemes of introducing a third party, the third party acts as the agent of the users to submit the query requests to the server and returns the query results from the server to the users. In this case, the privacy information scattered in various service providers is concentrated in a few third parties. Hence, the risk and scale of privacy leakage are increased sharply. Once the third party is hacked, the crisis of online incredibility will endanger the whole social network heavily. In addition, considering the schemes of sacrificing information accuracy to realize the privacy protection, the server cannot provide perfect services based on the user's blurred private information. Besides, with the help of big data analysis, it is possible that the obscured information can be inferred or restored. Some of the methods used for friend-recommendation applications particularly propose the multihop trust chain [12] or utilize anonymous 2 Security and Communication Networks message [13, 14] . However, the malicious hackers can still act as a user to acquire information.
Motivated by these, our paper aims to realize zeroknowledge privacy protection. Here, zero knowledge implies that the server knows nothing. Therefore, our aim is challenging, because on the one hand the server needs information from the users to provide services, but on the other hand such information needs to be kept secret from the server.
To realize the seemly conflicted aims, a privacy preservation framework is proposed for friend-recommendation applications, including the communication processes between several entities and data structures. Furthermore, we propose an encryption algorithm based on homomorphic encryption and grouping attributes, so that the users' information can be protected well. We propose a method of district limitation for matching operation which can decrease the possibility of information leakage. We give two possible decryption situations and illustrate the different operations in the two cases. Finally, the potential attack methods are analyzed and the corresponding solutions are proposed. Our simulation results verify the effectivity and efficiency of the proposed scheme.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is for the related work. A summary of the framework is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the detailed processes of the algorithms including encryption, decryption, and matching. Some specific defense designs are introduced in Section 5. Section 6 reports the results of our numerical simulations. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 7, followed by the acknowledgment.
Related Work
In the social network system, privacy is a rather important issue [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . There are several methods achieving privacy preservation aim, which are based on -anonymity model. The basic idea of -anonymity is to remove some features so that each item is not distinguishable among other items. For data protection, it protects data at the cost of the original data quality [9] . For location-based services (typical social applications), it realizes the privacy protection through blurring user's locations [7, 8, 21] .
Based on the -anonymity, a clustering perturbation algorithm for privacy protection in social networks was proposed [9] . It considers preserving privacy of vertex properties and community structures simultaneously. The algorithm introduces a strategy of exchanging attributes between vertices with the same degree randomly to induce attackers to search for false targets and maintain the whole structure of the network. In 2014, Rongxing Lu et al. [22] proposed a privacypreserving framework for the local-area mobile social application (PLAM). It employs a privacy-preserving request aggregation protocol with -anonymity and -diversity properties, without involving a trusted anonymizer server to keep user's preference private, and integrates unlinkable pseudo-ID technique to achieve user's identity privacy and location privacy.
However, -anonymity model presents a problem of accuracy loss and attackers can still perform trajectory attacks. It is not suitable in situations where the requirement of information accuracy is extremely high. In addition, -anonymity does not protect users privacy when they are in a densely populated area.
Besides, a trust-based friend-recommendation scheme used for privacy-preserving was proposed by Linke Guo et al. [12] , which applies users' attributes to find suitable friends and establishes social relationships with strangers via a multihop trust chain. Similarly, Squicciarini et al. [23] used game theory to model the privacy management for content sharing. This work can provide automatic access policy generation for users' profile information. In 2015, K. Samanthula et al. [13] utilized the concept of protecting the source privacy through anonymous message routing to recommend friends accurately and efficiently.
In 2018, a data sanitization strategy [24] was proposed which keeps the benefits brought by social network data, while sensitive latent information can still be protected. Even considering powerful adversaries with optimal inference attacks, the proposed strategy can still preserve both data benefits and social structure while guaranteeing optimal latent-data privacy [3] . To resist attacks, SmartMask, a context-based system-level privacy protection solution, was proposed, which was designed to learn users' privacy preferences under different contexts and provide a transparent privacy control for MSN users [25] .
Furthermore, because of the importance of photos in friend-recommendation applications, several methods used for mainly protecting the images were proposed. A tool called iPrivacy (image privacy) was developed for releasing the burden from users on setting the privacy preferences when they share their images for special moments. It realizes photo protection by blurring the privacy-sensitive objects automatically [26] . Besides, a concept of changing the granularity of access control from the level of the photo to that of a user's personally identifiable information (PII) was proposed. In this work, it considers the face as the PII. When another user attempts to access a photo, the system determines which faces the user does not have the permission to view and presents the photo with the restricted faces blurred out. However, this mechanism can only be used for photo protection. The scenarios they can be applied on are limited [27] .
Moreover, some existing ways of protecting privacy often introduce a third party [4] . All of the keys are stored in the third part. The information should be encrypted before being sent to the server and be decrypted while the server sends it back. However, in the solution of introducing a third party, the privacy information scattered in various service providers will be concentrated. We cannot guarantee the third party is able to protect those keys and the information.
Framework
The whole purpose of the proposed framework is to provide a user with the accurate social information according to its query without leaking any query information to the friendrecommendation application system. Query information is often sensitive because it is related to user's privacy. It always contains a user's personal information such as habits, hobbies, and preferences. Hence, our framework aims to realize zeroknowledge privacy protection. Here, zero knowledge implies the server knows nothing. Therefore, our aim is challenging, because on the one hand, the server needs information from the user to provide service, but on the other hand, such information needs to be kept secret to the server. To realize the seemly ambivalent aims, we propose a privacy preservation framework for friend-recommendation application systems. The preservation is described in the following steps. The framework is shown in Figure 1 .
(1) The friend-recommendation application server broadcasts three pieces of information to all users: (a) the attributes users can submit; (b) the attribute groups; (c) the part of keys used to decrypt users' information, each of which corresponds to one attribute group's value and hence different attribute groups' values have different keys. The reason why part of keys is related to users' attribute values is that this will make users who have the same attribute groups' values be able to decrypt the corresponding attribute values of the recommended friends.
(2) As required by the server, the user's information like name, age, hobbies, etc. are divided into several groups. For each group, the information is encrypted by homomorphic encryption algorithm. Then user's ID attached to all of the encrypted information will be sent to the server. The key used for encryption consists of two parts. The first part corresponds to the user's attribute values, which is obtained from the broadcast message sent from the server and the other is selected by the user freely. Hence, the key of each attribute group's value is different. Besides, our framework provides two matching patterns: Matching with Strict and Matching with Loose. For the Strict pattern, it requires that all the attribute groups of the friends recommended by the server should match those appointed by the user. As for the Loose pattern, it only requires that part of the attribute groups of the fiends recommended by the server matches those appointed by the user. The user needs to appoint the matching type and specific attribute groups. In the query information, we use 0 to represent the Strict pattern and 1 to represent the Loose pattern. The detailed content will be introduced in the Matching Algorithm section.
(3) Once receiving the information from a user, the server saves the information and finds friends who have the same attributes with the user using the matching algorithm based on homomorphic encryption algorithm in its database. For example, if a user sends his information: age twenties, love watching movies, the algorithm will find people who have nearly the same age and same preference in the database. It is worth noting that because all of the information in the server is encrypted, the user's privacy will be protected.
(4) The server returns the recommended friends' ID and information encrypted to the user. The user can select suitable people and get a connection with them using their ID. Moreover, the user can decrypt part of friends' information.(Through decryption, the user can find out which attributes are the same as those of the recommended friends.) This can be achieved because when a group of attributes of two users is the same, the corresponding keys of two users will be the same. These are related to our matching pattern, especially Loose pattern. How to deal with it will be introduced in the next section in detail.
At
Step (1), before a user sends the query information to the server, its information needs to be encrypted first. Actually, the information of the user is divided into two types in our framework. The first one is attributes including hobbies, age, etc. The second type, such as name and personal statement, is merely the personal information. Because of the different characteristics of the information, we program them in different ways. It will be discussed in the Simulation section. The information structure of a user is depicted in Figure 2 .
During the query process, there exists one potential privacy leakage issue. Specifically, If a hacker acting as a user asks for recommended friends, he will receive several users' information and know that their information is similar to that of him. In this way, he can acquire users' private information.
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To solve this problem, we use users' locations as a special attribute [16] and divide other attributes into groups to reduce the probability of privacy attack from the malicious hackers. With location attributes, the server only recommends friends who are near to users. Grouping attributes make the user be able to only decrypt part of attributes of recommended friends. These methods enable users' privacy to be protected, not only when people want to look for friends, but also when they are recommended friends.
In detail, we separate the area into small equally sized grids whose vertex's longitude and latitude are both integers and transform user's coordinate into the nearest grid vertex. (The reason that the longitude and latitude of a grid's vertex are required to be integers is that it is easy for homomorphic encryption to deal with integers.) Now we introduce the following definition of location.
Definition 1 (a user's coordination). a user's coordination is that of a grid's vertex which is the nearest to the user's current location.
Definition 2 (district). The focal user's coordination is the center of the district which is a square whose length of the side is given. The length of the side of the district is an integral multiple of that of the grid.
In order to reduce the probability of information leakage, the proposed framework only recommends people whose district overlaps that of the user. This requires that the user who sends query should attach his location to the attributes.
For the sake of increasing the security of privacy further, we separate the attributes into several groups. Therefore, when recommending friends to the user, the attributes of two users do not need to be exactly the same, but only part of them. This approach makes sure that when users are recommended, only part of the information of the user will be known. This reduces the probability of leakage of user's privacy to a certain extent.
So far, the user can find friends who are suitable for him. In the whole process, the server operates on the ciphertext. This ensures that the user's private information will not be leaked. Even if a hacker invades the server, there is no chance that he can get any useful information because all the information is encrypted. Besides, even if the server knows the part of the keys corresponding to each attribute group's value combination, it is not easy for the server to decrypt the information of the user. This is because there are too many combinations of the attribute group's value, so it is hard to try all the possible keys to decrypt the information of users. We will further discuss how it is difficult for the server to attack the privacy of users in the Simulation section.
Algorithm
In order to realize zero-knowledge privacy protection, our framework adopts algorithms based on homomorphic encryption [28] [29] [30] . Homomorphic Encryption allows complex mathematical operations on cipher-texts, generating an 
Algorithm 1: Encryption.
encrypted result which matches the result which is operated on the plaint-text and then decrypted [29] . The purpose of homomorphic encryption is to realize a more secure method for data processing. In the following, we detail our algorithms based on homomorphic encryption.
Encryption.
To preserve the privacy of users, the query needs to be encrypted by homomorphic encryption algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1. In order to guarantee the safety of the user's information, as mentioned in the above section, the key used to encrypt information consists of two parts: one corresponds to the attribute groups' value, and the other is selected by the user randomly. Hence, the key of each attribute group is different. Let represent the user's attribute group , be the user's personal information, be the personal information, and represent the number of attribute groups. The corresponding encryption process is depicted as follows:
For every attribute group , according to the broadcast information, the client will select two safe large prime numbers and according to the attribute values of the user. If the users' attribute values are the same, the generated and are the same. This will make sure that if two users are matched, they can encrypt at least part of the information of each other. The client generate a product = * .
Using the encryption algorithm, the value of each attribute group is encrypted to the cipher-text versions ([ ]) = ( + × ) mod . In this way, it can make sure that even if only one attribute group of the user is the same as that of the recommended friends, the friends' personal information can still be decrypted by the key of this attribute group. Therefore, the users can know each other better.
Matching Algorithm.
When receiving the user's ID and the information encrypted, the server runs the matching algorithm to find suitable recommended people for the user in the database. The matching algorithm mainly includes two parts: location matching and attribute matching.
Location Matching.
The purpose of location matching is to find people whose district overlaps that of the user. As shown in Figure 6 , the grey square represents 1 district, and the black square represents 2 district. If these two districts overlap, then it must look like one of the situations in Figure 3 . The overlapping can appear in the upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right in the square. To simplify the matching algorithm, we see the user's location as the center of a rectangular coordinate system and divide the district into four parts based on the quadrant of the rectangular coordinate system. It is shown in Figure 4 . Each vertex in the subdistrict is evenly distributed. The basic idea of the proposed location matching algorithm is that we compare two users' districts. If each subdistrict has the same vertices with the corresponding one, then we consider these two users' districts overlap.(Because homomorphic encryption algorithm can only judge whether the information is equal, is the number of queue which saves the vertexes. 2 is the number of vertexes in the subdistrict.
Input:
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we adopt the local discretization method for the location matching. The more vertexes in the district are, the more precise the matching algorithm is, and vice versa.) Algorithm 2 judges whether two users' districts overlap: which includes four queues holds 's district information and holds 's district information. The algorithm is going to check four queues with their corresponding one (Lines (2)). For each queue, all the vertexes will be compared with those in the corresponding one (Lines (3)- (4)). When there are vertexes matched, then the algorithm tags this queue as matched (Lines (5)- (8)). If all the queues are matched with their corresponding one, we consider that these two users' districts are matched and return true (Lines (12)- (14)). Otherwise, we return false (Lines (15)- (17)).
Attributes Matching.
When the user makes a query, the server will receive query information which is in the form of cipher-text. We use ([ ]) to represent it. Because the server has stored the information of other users, the matching algorithm will compare each record in the database with the query information to find the suitable recommended people. 
== , then res=0; otherwise, > 0. Considering matching, the server could request that all of the attributes be matched, but generally we do not need this. Objectively, it is tough to find two people whose attributes are the same. Subjectively, the purpose of dating is not to find a mirror image of the user, but to find suitable friends. Therefore, when it comes to matching algorithm, we mainly consider that parts of the attributes are the same. The partial matching is divided into two parts: Strict Matching and Loose Matching. We will introduce them in detail.
(1) Strict Matching: When the user is sending his query, he must have specific demands looking for friends. The user needs to appoint some attribute groups. The Strict Matching Attributes algorithm should make sure that these attribute groups are matched. In this way, although the server saves a large number of attributes of users, only part of the attributes will be used in the matching algorithm. It not only meets the needs of the users but also saves the operation cost to a great extent, which makes the matching algorithm more efficient. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , let one user's attributes be {age: 31, favorite sport: basketball, favorite movie: The Titanic}. Each attribute is a group. Then, he points out that the friend he wants should like the same movie and have the same age. When the server responds, the recommended friends' favorite sport could be different, but they must love to watch The Titanic and have the same age.
(2) Loose Matching: As for the Loose Matching algorithm, it only needs to make sure that part of the attribute groups which the user appoints is matched. If the user appoints N attributes and he gives a number M ( ≤ ), the server only needs to check N attribute groups and makes sure whether there are matched M attribute groups. It does not need all the N attribute groups to be matched. It not only does not care whether all of the attribute groups are matched but also does not pay attention to which attribute groups appointed are matched. In other words, the Strict Matching is a particular case in Loose Matching.
Using the example above, shown in Figure 6 , let one user's attributes be {age: 31, favorite sport: basketball, favorite movie: The Titanic}. Each attribute becomes a group. Then, he appoints movie and age as the matching condition and gives a number = 1. When the server respondes, the recommended people's age and favorite movie could be different, but at least one of them is the same. 
Decryption.
Having said that, we should divide the situations into different parts. First, it is not necessary to present the recommended friends' information to the users. In order to make sure that the user is not malicious dating, we can hand the right of showing the information to the recommended people. All of the information of any user who is searching friends is only used to run matching algorithm in the server. The information will not be sent to any user. The user could only get an "ID" of the recommended friends and an Internet connection which is used for chatting. Therefore, if the user sincerely wants to make friends, the server will tell him that this is the suitable person, but the next things should depend on him. In this circumstance, the decryption is useless. The process is shown in Figure 7 . Second, sometimes it is necessary to give users some information about the recommended people. This will help them to know each other and make friends more quickly. In this case, the decryption plays an important role. The user will receive the cipher-text packet, decrypt it using decryption algorithm, and get the plain-text. In some situations, the matching algorithm does not need all of the attributes to be matched.(Some attribute groups can be different.) Therefore, the decryption is only used for those attribute groups which are matched. The query user will send a request to the recommended people asking for information. If the recommended people agree on the query user's request, the query user can use the homomorphic decryption to obtain plain-text of the information. The decryption algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.
In Algorithm 4, is the number of attribute groups. represents the attribute group of recommended friends in the form of plain-text, and represents all the attribute groups. is the key of the attribute group of the user. is the matching result.
Defense for Specific Attack
Strictly, none of the encryption algorithms are safe mathematically. Certainly, the server or the hacker can still unremittingly try every possible key to decrypt all the information. Considering the cost of fee and time, it is unpractical in the current technology. However, they could act as a user to match people who have registered the same information in : the number of attribute groups.
: the attribute group of recommended friends in the form of plain-text( = 1, 2, 3... ) Input:
([ ]): the attribute group of recommended friends in the form of cipher-text ( = 1, 2, 3... ) ;
: the attribute group's key of user; : the matching result ( = 1 , 2 ....r ); Output: : all the attribute groups in the form of
the server. In other words, as a hacker, he does not receive the whole information of the user, but some attributes. For example, if a hacker sends some attributes {age: 25, favorite sport: football, favorite movie: The Titanic} to the server. Then he points out that the friend he wants should have the same age and favorite sport. When the server respondes, there are some recommended friends sent back, and the hacker will know these people's age and favorite sport. In this situation, we adopt Obscure Matching based on dividing attributes into several groups, as well as district limitation, as we mentioned briefly in Section 4. In this section, we introduce our defense to this attack in detail.
Loose Matching.
Dividing attributes into several groups makes room for partial matching, aiming to reduce the probability of information leakage. Based on the attribute groups, we propose Loose Matching further. It only requires that part of the attribute groups of the friends recommended by the server matches those appointed by the user. In this way, the attributes groups which are not matched by the user will not be known by the user. It not only meets the needs of the users but also reduces the probability of information leakage.
Using the example above, let the hacker's attributes be {age: 25, favorite sport: basketball, favorite movie: The Titanic}. Each attribute becomes a group. Then he points out that the recommended people should like the same sport and have the same age. When the server respondes, the recommended people may have the same age or like the same sport, but the hacker does not know which attribute is the same.
District Limitation.
As we mentioned above, we talk about the location attribute. It also decreases the probability of information leakage. With the district limitation, the server can not recommend all the people who have the same attributes. In this way, we can not only reduce the burden of the whole network but also prevent some malicious users to acquire other user's information. This also reduces the possibility for the hacker to pretend to be a user to acquire information. Below we give further analysis.
Suppose there are hackers served by the server and there are location vertexes covered by the database. The number of location vertexes near to the user is . As shown in Figure 8 , it is a select area. From the perspective of a user, without the district limitation, the possibility that the user is recommended to the hacker is 1. However, with the district limitation, the number of hackers near to the user is ( × )/ . Therefore, the possibility that the user is recommended to the hacker will be reduced to / . The more the location vertexes are, the smaller the possibility is.
For example, according to the longitude and latitude, there are 360 × 180 vertexes which are the integer coordinates in the world. Let us presume that there are 10000 hackers in the world. Based on the regulation of location attributes, only the people near to the user will be recommended. The number of the near coordinates which could be recommended to the user is 100. Therefore, with the district limitation, the possibility that the user is recommended to the hacker is 100/64800 = 0.0015. The number of the hacker who can acquire the user's information is (100 * 10000)/64800 = 1500. It is clear that through the district limitation, the possibility of user information leakage has largely decreased. As for the users who are near to each other, we should believe that because they are close, they intend to make friends with each other. The information that they get is necessary.
Simulation
We build a project which is based on the C/S system to realize our framework. The client which resides in the user's machine is used to provide a service of recommending friends.
As mentioned before, the client mainly realizes dividing the attributes into groups and encrypting the user's information. When receiving recommended friends from the server, it also decrypts attributes which are matched. We code all of this with Java. As for user's information, the attributes are programmed directly as Class (Java). These are the core of the user's information which will be used frequently. Then, we build a pointer in the Class which points to the personal information. In this way, the runtime of the matching algorithm will be accelerated, and the storage space will be saved. The function of the server is to run the location and attributes matching algorithms. For the attributes matching, we need to covert the texts into numbers before encryption and transform numbers into texts after receiving the recommended friends' information. Actually, these two conversions are the same essentially. Taking the conversion from numbers to texts, for example, we correspond each number to a letter according to the ASCLL. As for some letters corresponding to a number which only has two digits, we add 9 to the hundreds place. Hence, each letter corresponds to a threedigit number. In this way, each big number corresponds to a word. Let the big number '109117115105999' to be an example. The corresponding letters of each three-digit number are 109-m, 117-u, 115-s, 105-i, and 999-c. Therefore, the corresponding word of this big number is 'music' . For the location matching, as mentioned above, the server views the user's location as a center to build a district. Each district consists of four subdistricts. The coordinates of vertexes which compose different subdistricts are saved in different queues. When using the matching algorithm, we compare the four queues with their corresponding one separately. The detailed process of generating the district according to the user's coordinates is as follows:
We view the user's location as the center of the plane rectangular coordinate system. Take the first quadrant for example. We add from 1 to 10 to the longitude and the latitude of the user's current location to create 100 new vertexes to build a subdistrict. We do the same operation on the other quadrants.
We use four queues to save the information of four quadrants. The vertex's coordinates from the same quadrants will be saved in the same queues. Figure 9 shows, when the user's coordinates are (10, 10) , how is the data of the subdistrict saved in the four queues.
The client will encrypt all of the coordinates of vertex. At the same time, the order of the vertexes in each queue should be disorganized to make sure the server could not find the center vertex in the queues.
The server is also coded with Java. We built the server with many sockets, such as Register Socket, Match Socket, Modify Socket, etc. As the most crucial socket, the Match Security and Communication Networks Socket receives the users' ID and attributes and sends the information in the server layers by layers to the database layer. Then the server will open the database, retrieve information, and run the matching algorithm [31] . After that, the server packs all of the suitable recommended friends' information and sends it back to the users. Finally, the client uses this information like users' ID to make a connection with the potential friends.
The experiments are run on two Windows machines with 2.4GHz CPU, 8 GB memory, 1TB 7200 RPM harddisk. One is used for the server. The other runs the client.
In our simulation, we focus on several important metrics. The speeds of encryption, decryption, and matching as well as the possibility of decrypting the information by the server or the hacker. Figure 10 , respectively , illustrates how the time of encryption, matching, and decryption change with different attribute numbers . Here, = 100, 200, 300, 500, 750, 1000 and all the information is encrypted by the same two prime numbers, i.e., = 19961993, = 2013265921. It is clear that the encryption, matching, and decryption costs are almost linearly proportional to . As the the attribute size increases, the time needed to wait for sending information will be increased.
The Speed of Encryption, Matching, and Decryption.

Possibility of Decryption.
The possibility of the server decrypting the information is important since we need to make sure that, with the current technology, there is low chance to leak the information to the user. Therefore, we try to decrypt the cipher-text and record the cost from a hacker's angle. (We assume that there are hackers or the server does an inside job to act as a hacker.) We put attributes in an attribute group, where =10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 , and 40, and each attribute has 5 values. For example, as for 30 attributes in one group, we use 300 big prime numbers divided into 150 groups to encrypt attribute groups. For each different combination of the values to one attribute group, we use different groups of prime numbers for decryption. If the server wants to decrypt the information, it will need to try 75 times on average (searching in disordered arrangement [32] ). It is clear that the time of decryption by the server is almost squarely proportional to the numbers of attributes. As the number of attributes increases, the difficulty of the server decrypting the information will be increased. Figure 11 (a) shows the cost of hacking when the number of attribute values is invariant and the number of attributes changes. In this part, we test the hacking cost when the number of attribute values changes and the number of attributes is invalid. We take 10 attributes in an attribute group, and each attribute has 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 , and 40 values, respectively. For example, as for 30 values, we use 300 big prime numbers divided into 150 groups to encrypt attribute groups. For each different combination of the values to one attribute group, we use different groups of prime numbers for encryption. If the server wants to decrypt the information, it needs to try 75 times on average (searching in disordered arrangement [32] ). Figure 11(b) shows the time the server needs to decrypt the information. It is obvious that the time of decryption by the server is almost linearly proportional to the numbers of values of the attributes. As the number of values of attributes increases, the difficulty of the server decrypting the information will be increased. We can conclude that the chances of decryption by the server will be low if the number of attributes and the number of values of attributes are big enough.
Conclusion
In order to better protect the user's personal information on the friend-recommendation applications, we put forward the privacy protection mechanism based on zero knowledge. The client encrypts the information using homomorphic encryption and sends the cipher-text to the server. Then the server helps the user to find people who have the same attributes based on homomorphic encryption. In the whole process, the user does not need to worry about whether his information is in danger. Once his information leaves the client, it is in the form of cipher-text. Meanwhile, the server can still finish its work smoothly. We propose a method of district limitation for matching operation which can decrease the possibility of information leakage, and grouping attributes enhance the security of our framework. Finally, the defenses of grouping attributes and location limitation largely reduces the risk of being leaked by the hacker. Besides, the Loose Matching also provides much protection. This mechanism can realize that although a friend-recommendation system server does not know any users' information, it can help user match friends who are in accordance with the same attributes. This scheme not only has reference and practicality for practical application, but also has excellent scalability. It provides a strong basis for the future perfection and enhancement.
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